This paper reports work exploring the relationship between solid modelling, mesh generating and flow solving in the general context of design optimisation. In particular, the work is interested in the opportunities derived by tightly integrating these traditionally separate activities together within one piece of software. The near term aim is to ask the question: how might a truly virtual, rapid prototyping design system, with a tactile response like sculpting in clay, be constructed? This paper reports the building blocks supporting that ambition
I. Introduction
Assuming someone has created a CAD model, an orthodox "CFD Process": imports geometry from CAD (IGES, STEP, STL, etc…); creates and heals a watertight surface; creates a surface mesh; creates a volume mesh; runs a flow solver (possibly with mesh adaption); and then permits post-processing. This "process" is usually assembled from a combination of "best-in-class" pieces of software -some commercial, off-the-shelf, and some customwritten. However, it is a big challenge to make this a robust, guaranteed and fully human-independent procedure. A number of bottlenecks exist which must be overcome in various ways (see for example Dawes et al [2001] ) otherwise the process cannot be automated. Design optimisation is then often viewed as a kind of software wrapper enclosing the selected CFD Process and -provided the process does not break -automatically driving it to produce better design for selected figures of merit. At the core of this activity is changing the geometry since if you can't change the geometry, you can't change the flow. More importantly -and less well recognised -the flexibility and generality with which the geometry can be changed is the critical enabling factor in our ability to properly explore design space and change the flow for the better (see, for example, Samareh [1999 Samareh [ ] & [2001 and Dawes et al [2003] ).
Roughly speaking, design optimisation operates on three classes of geometry description. The first, and most pragmatic, simply intercepts & edits whatever basic ASCII datasets are in routine use to describe a turbomachinery blade profile or wing section -or the parameterised model which writes that dataset (see for example Harvey et al [2003] ). The second class assumes a "boundary representation" (BREP) geometry model and edits the boundary patches either by directly modifying control points, or solving surrogate equations (like Bloor et al [1990] ) or using techniques like "free-form deformation" (see Lamousin et al [1984] and Kellar [2003] ). The third class acts directly on a solid model description -obviously a parameterised one -as described by Haimes [1998] or Sederberg et al [1986] for example. It seems clear that from the point of view of the integrity of the process it is better to have control as close as possible to the solid model -and this is the philosophy adopted in this paper. However, the generality and usefulness of the design process will be fatally compromised firstly if the CFD process cannot operate automatically (for example, if manual intervention is need to import the edited CAD model into the mesh generator) and/or secondly if the CAD modelling does not permit a sufficiently automated or general or flexible way to edit the model -for example to permit topology (genus) change in the model. So, is there an alternative? This paper describes the building blocks for a quite different approach with at its heart the integration of the solid modelling directly with the mesh generation & the flow solution. The following sections will first summarise the key features of solid modelling and then a relatively new field of 3D computer * wnd@eng.cam.ac.uk graphics -interactive volume sculpting -will be reviewed. Then the current research into an integrated flow solver/geometry engine will be presented and then some example applications will be described.
II. Solid Modelling Basics
It will be helpful here to review the principles of solid modelling. There are three basic types of solid model. Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) is based on the definition & manipulation of simple analytical bodies (cube, sphere, ellipse,…) which can be scaled, translated and rotated. The body primitives are then combined via Boolian logic together with inside/outside conventions to enable quite complex solid models to be produced. The advantages are simplicity and compactness of storage; the disadvantages are difficulty in representing the more free-form sorts of shapes encountered in aerodynamics.
Boundary Representation (BREP) solid modelling is based on combining patches, edges & topology bindings into a "watertight" solid. Typically NURBS patches are used and complex, multiply curved surfaces can be stored very economically (the geometry needs only to be re-constructed for viewing or manipulation). The big disadvantages are in producing -and maintaining under manipulation -the watertight bindings and supporting topology (genus) change.
Spatial Occupancy solid models consist of Cartesian hexahedral cells (perhaps stored in an octree data structure for efficiency) with cells occupied, or vacant or cut (with perhaps some local surface shape data stored). The big advantages are simplicity and generality -topology change is trivially supported -but the disadvantage is the elevated storage overhead compared to BREP & CSG.
Commercial CAD uses mostly BREP with CSG constructs where possible coupled with octree-like data structures if needed, to make searching operations efficient.
The kernel vendors licence access (for example UG sits on Parasolid) and direct read of the kernel can interrogate the solid model to return data like curvature, inside/outside etc… Of particular interest is access to the tessellation of the surface of the solid model which is used to render it. We use CAPRI (Haimes et al [1998] ) which combines kernel queries with visualisation & is implemented for UG (Parasolid), Pro/E (Pro/Toolkit) & CATIA. However, the tessellations themselves are not directly suitable as a flow mesh and thus must be used as a driver for a more flow oriented mesher. In a more general sense, tessellated surfaces -especially those held in STL or VRML formats -have become the de facto standard geometry representation.
III. Topology Editing; Interactive Design Via Sculpting
Imagine being able to walk into a virtual reality tunnel within which sat a F1 car with its flowfield displayed and then bending a barge-board, or modifying a wing endplate with a VR glove and seeing the predicted flowfield respond in real time; imagine being able to make topological changes: squeezing two wings into one just as if working with clay! It is difficult to imagine achieving these levels of generality with a conventional CFD process linked to conventional CAD modelling.
However, a very interesting recent development in the field of computer graphics has been real-time sculpting in virtual reality -first proposed by Galyean et al [1991] . This draws heavily on the rapidly expanding field of 3D volume graphics -which is driven particularly by medical imaging (see for example Jones et al [2000] ). The basic principles are very simple: space is divided up into a 3D mesh of cells -"voxels"; a work-piece and a tool are defined and manipulated as basic spatial occupancy solid models; interactions between the tool and the work-piece result in modified geometry; these interactions can be via adding or removing of material (basic CSG type operations) or spraying of new material onto an existing solid or anything else which can be devised. The whole procedure is similar in concept to sculpting with clay -and quite complex and sophisticated results can be produced (see for example Bremer et al [2001] ). Of course, the surface of the emerging solid body must be managed carefully. There are two main approaches: one is based on the classic graphics rendering algorithm called "marching cubes" which simply aims to remove aliasing (see Perng et al [2001] ; a more sophisticated approach is based on Level Set techniques (for example Baerentzen [2001] ) -this is capable of faithfully representing multiply curved surfaces.
IV. Distance Fields & Level Sets
When a solid model is represented using spatial occupancy each cell -or voxel -can have associated with it the signed distance to the nearest point on the body (or bodies). This is known as a "distance field". This arises quite naturally in medical imaging applications and, as illustrated in Figure 3 , rendering the distance field at different offsets allows a variety of information to be extracted. Boundaries are represented as the zero isosurface of the Level Set. Sculpting, as outlined above, simply means editing the distance field. Topological changes are trivially supported since the underlying solid model is based on Spatial Occupancy rather than conventional BREP. Typical solid modelling operations from CSG are Boolian sums of the form C = A ∪ B (which forms the union of solid A with B) are replicated in distance fields via simple and inexpensive voxel-wise logic
with material added or removed simply by selecting the inside/outside sign on the distance itself.
The Level Set method (see for example Sethian [1987 ] Osher et al [1988 and Adalsteinsson et al [1995] ) has as its key idea the representation of a propagating interface as the zero value of a signed distance function
It is easy to show that φ has an associated evolution equation
where F is the speed function in the normal direction (a function of curvature, deposition/etch rate etc.). At any time the distance function can be re-initialised by solving |∇φ| = 1 using simple iterative techniques that mimic time marching evolution. 
V. BOXER: An Integrated Flow Solver/Geometry Engine

A. Overview
The heart of the new work presented here is to explore the possibilities offered by the integration of the solid modelling directly with the mesh generation & with the flow solution in a single piece of software. This research combines the ideas from solid modelling & virtual sculpting described in previous sections with a simple, cutCartesian mesh flow solver implemented on an efficient octree data structure/mesh.
The inspiration for the present work was the amazing paper published by Viecelli [1971] who, over 30 years ago, presented a method for the simulation of flows with free surfaces on Cartesian meshes bounded by arbitrarily moving walls. Since then, other very interesting flow solvers have presented for adapted Cartesian meshes by Bussoletti et al [1985] (the well-known full-potential solver TRANAIR) and Aftosmis et al [1998] (using the Euler equations). However, the present work is the first to explore a completely integrated viewpoint.
B. Data structures
The core of the new code ("BOXER") is a very efficient octree data-structure acting simultaneously as a search engine, as a spatial occupancy solid model and as an adaptive, unstructured mesh for the flow solver. This provides unlimited geometric flexibility and very robust mesh generation. The generation of such a mesh is rather straightforward (see for example Yerry & Shephard [1984] ) and can be implemented in a relatively short code. Maximum advantage is taken of the basic hexahedral element being axis aligned and neighbours are not allowed to differ by more than one level (partly to simplify the data structures but also since that makes sense for flow solver accuracy). All searching operations have a cost directly proportional to no more than the number of levels. Figure 4 shows the basic flow of activities within BOXER; the whole process is controlled by a simple top level GUI. The iteration between the flow solver and the continually re-edited geometry is closely coupled so that the previous flow solution is used as the next initial guess. Import solid model via its tessellated surface (STL or VRML) Capture the geometry on the octree mesh 
C. Flow chart
D. Geometry capture & extraction of the distance field.
The solid model is initialised by the import of a tessellated surface from a variety of potential sources (most CAD engines have an STL export) or by direct interrogation of the CAD solid model kernel itself. The solid model is "captured" on the adaptive, unstructured Cartesian hexahedral mesh very efficiently by cutting the tesselated boundaries using basic computer graphics constructs developed for interactive 3D gaming (aimed at real-time collision detection) -see Glassner [1990+] . This geometry capture is very fast; for example, a body represented by about 1M surface triangles can be imported into a mesh of around 11M cells (with 6-7 levels of refinement) in approximately 5 minutes on a single, top-end PC. As an example, Figure 5 shows a captured generic motor bike; this was imported in VRML format.
Adaptive mesh refine/de-refine for the flow and for the geometry enables both moving bodies and topology editing -flow sculpting -once the Level Set has been extracted from the distance field. A key novelty is to regard the body (represented within the distance field) as just another field variable -like the flow properties themselvesand thus subject to -and controlled by -the same mesh adaptivity and to its own evolution.
E. Flow solver
The present 3D RANS solver is perfectly standard and was adapted from an existing unstructured mesh RANS solver (see Dawes et al [2001] ). The solver uses explicit Runge-Kutta time marching on a second order accurate finite volume discretisation of spatial fluxes. Standard, blended second & fourth differences are used for smoothing. A modest novelty is the opportunity to use the distance function also as the length scale in the turbulence modeling; this copes tidily & economically with arbitrary geometries. Simple modifications to the solver were made to manage the additional complications of handling hanging nodes and the cut cells. The aim of the present paper is not to report development to the solver itself but to explore the opportunity of integration and no further detail is felt appropriate.
The cut cells are the big disadvantage of the Cartesian approach. For the present, rather exploratory research, the simple ghost cell approach of Viecelli [1971] was adopted as it is very robust; this relies on storing for each cut cell the local body normal (which is efficiently grabbed on the fly during the geometry capture/editing stages). More accurate approaches are certainly possible and, although not used in this paper, BOXER has also the ability to delete out the cut cells and build layered viscous meshes along body normals -illustrated in Figure 6 . 
F. Sculpting
Modifying the geometry in response to the flow solution -sculpting -is the next part of the process. A tool is selected from the menu presented by the GUI and then manoeuvred via 6DOF input to interact with and change the geometry of the current body. This is coupled with the flow solver like a moving body as the ultimate aim is interactive response. The flow solver can then be re-launched with the previous solution as the initial guess; and then the geometry can be edited again. Tools are currently simple geometries -spheres and cylinders (see Baerentzen [2001] and Perng et al [2001] ) -but could in principle themselves be tessellated surface solids. The distance field associated with the tools is combined with that of the current body and the new body extracted by reinitialising the new distance field; the main complication is ensuring adequate mesh support in previously less refined areas of the mesh.
VI. Example application: Rapid-Prototyping Topological Editing of a Turbine Cooling Configuration
This example is based on the important practical problem of turbine cooling. Blades in the high pressure sections of high-performance aero-engines and land-based gas turbines are very commonly cooled using air from compressor exit delivered via an internal air system to within the blade -in complex serpentine cooling passages -and to the blade surface via film cooling holes. Much research, development and testing goes into the design of this critical technology. Inadequate cooling is responsible for a significant fraction of in-service problems and rectifying poorly performing design can be very expensive.
The essential difficulty of applying modern analysis tools like CFD to the design process in the complexity of the geometry combined with the vulnerability of the CFD Process to rapid changes in geometry. Even with obvious short cuts like parameterising the CAD model & templating the CFD process it takes an unacceptable time to turn around simulations of new geometries -sometimes over a week per new geometry. This is exacerbated by the need to make frequent topological changes to the cooling concept -a blade always looks like a blade but the internal cooling system could have one or three or five passages with or without interconnection with an a priori unknown number of film cooling passages in a priori unknown locations. This means that in practice there is little scope within realistic design timescales to try innovative design.
The development of BOXER was started with exactly this sort of problem area in mind with the ultimate ambition of providing a rapid prototyping tool with sufficient speed, generality and accuracy to allow design to be optimised. This section shows the stages in a simple design study on a generic cooled section. showing the mid-section of a F18 geometry originally imported as a tesselated surface. Figure 7 shows the stages in the "capture" of the blade geometry. The geometry is imported as a tessellated surface and then the octree mesh is generated with 5 refinement levels. The mesh contains 1.4M cells and took about 2 minutes to generate and 400Mb of RAM on a 2GHz laptop PC. The two mesh shots show the total mesh and the mesh within the flow domain. The next stage is to extract the distance field which is shown as the last shot in Figure  7 ; the distance is clipped for economy to ±5∆, the mesh spacing on the finest level, and red is positive, blue is negative. This is followed by the sculpting stage. In this example, Figure 8 , a cylindrical tool, shown in blue, is selected and, via a 6DOF motion applied via the front-end GUI, scaled and manoeuvred towards the blade suction side; a new film cooling passage "drilled" into the internal air supply. This operation takes about 30 seconds. Then the distance field associated with the tool and that of the current blade geometry (the zero value of the distance is rendered green in the figure) are combined and a new spatial occupancy solid model created ready for the next flow solve (using the previous solution, which presumably inspired the need for the extra cooling, as its guess). This stage takes about 1.5 minutes and Figure 9 shows some shots of this.
The final figure in this example, Figure 10 , shows a couple of sample shots of the predicted flowfield -the total temperature field near the suction side film cooling holes and the mid-span Mach number field. No more flow analysis will be attempted here (indeed it is clear that the new hole is blowing too strongly) since the aim of this paper is to describe the building blocks and demonstrate their integrated assembly. It is important to stress that all the stages represented in Figures 7-10 were carried out within a single piece of software, all under the control of a GUI -from the moment the initial geometry is captured there is no need to pass data to any other code -nor return to the CAD engine. It is believed that the dramatic speed up afforded to the designer will allow much more creative & extensive conceptual design within realistic timescales.
VII. Concluding Remarks; Future Plans
This paper has attempted to show the potential benefits of integration of the solid model, mesh generator and flow solver within a single software system, bound together with efficient data structures.
Adopting concepts from volume sculpting together with editable distance fields then allows the designer essentially arbitrary geometric flexibility within a VR-like environment.
In terms of the flow solver, more work is needed on cut cell boundaries -and layers -plus parallel load balancing to allow the ultimate goal of real-time, interactive response to be achieved.
The key to real-world exploitation is likely to be effective presentation of captured geometry & virtual sculpting tools via a VR environment to users and this is being pursued now. Links to the world of rapid prototyping as well as more interdisciplinary hierarchical design are very attractive and also are being planned.
